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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Educators are in more agreement now concerning the place
of phonetic training in the modern reading program. It now
assumes a place in the reading process as one technique of
word analysis. Carefully planned exercises in both auditory
and visual discrimination should be part of each child’s
equipment for independent recognition of new words.
When the type of phonics which Webster used in his Blue
Back Speller or which McGuffy used in his New Eclectic Readers
was in vogue, children often failed to carry over to actual
reading the over-emphasized phonetic drill.
The belief that the right kind of phonics instruction
will improve reading comes from two sources: the opinion of
teachers who speak from their own personal experiences in
teaching phonics to children; and the conclusions drawn from
scientific research which have shown that work in phonics
is effective in developing independence in word recognition
for many children.
The ultimate aim in giving children phonetic skills is
not to acquire proficiency in the recognition of isolated
elements but to enable them to grasp the meaning of a
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2selection quickly and accurately. Provision must be made for
the continuous development of phonetic skills to this end.
The Problem
Statement of the problem .-- The purpose of this study
is to develop a series of learning experiences in phonetic
word analysis for Grade III. To accomplish this purpose the
new Durrell-Sullivan Primary Vocabulary List 1 and the Arthur
2
I. Gates' A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades were
used.
At the present time, teachers in the elementary schools
3
use the terms phonetics and phonics interchangeably. Good
gives the following definitions:
Phonetics--l) The science of speech sounds; 2) the
analysis of words into their constituent sound elements.
See ''Phonics."
Phonics--l) Phonetics as applied to the teaching of
reading; 2) those letters, letter combinations and syllables
consistently representing sounds that are taught as a means
of enabling the reader to recognize and pronounce words
independently
.
^Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, Primary
Word List (Boston: Boston University Educational Clinic, 1948).
2Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary
Grades (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1935).
^Carter V. Good, Editor, Dictionary of Education (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company. 19453. pp. 296-297.
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In this chapter an attempt has been made to state and
justify the problem. In the following chapter the emphasis
will be placed on research related to phonics.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RESEARCH
As previously stated the emphasis in this chapter will
be placed on a review of research and literature related to
the problem of phonetic word analysis.
Smith states that "Now and then phonics has been frowned
upon and while in disfavor has receded to the background for
a period of time, only to emerge again, apparently with
renewed strength gained from the respite." 1 She adds that
"Philosophy, psychology, and scientific investigations in
reading have yielded a rich harvest during the last twenty-
five years. The teaching of phonics has changed according-
ly ." 2
Agnew summarizes the arguments that are advanced for
and against phonetic training:
In defense of phonics
1. Phonetic training has had a long history; during
this period of years until quite recently, it has been pro-
vided in increasingly large amounts. Procedures that have
"^Nila Banton Smith, "What About Phonics?" Journal of the
Rational Education Association
,
XXXV ( November
,
1946 ) , 486.
2Ibid
.
,
p. 486.
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5been used in the teaching of reading for a century should
be scrutinized very carefully before they are abandoned.
2. Phonetic training gives the pupil independence in
recognizing words previously learned. This ability becomes
steadily more important in connection with silent reading.
3. Phonetic training aids in "unlocking" new words by
giving the pupils a method of sound analysis.
4. Phonetic training encourages correct pronunciation
and enunciation.
5. Phonetic training gives valuable "ear training" in
recognizing and differentiating sounds.
6. Phonetic training improves the quality of oral read-
ing, for instance, in breath control and in speech co-ordina-
tion.
7. Phonetic training improves spelling.
8. Phonetic training is a valuable background for short-
hand.
9. Many cases of reading disability may be traced to
deficiencies in word recognition and sound analysis. These
disabilities are often overcome by remedial procedures in-
volving phonetic training.
In disapproval of phonics
1. Phonetic training tends to isolate words from their
meaningful function by emphasizing sounds.
2. Phonetic training tends to lead to the neglect of
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6context clues.
3. Phonetic training tends to sacrifice interest in the
content of reading.
4. Phonetic training leads to unnecessarily laborious
recognition of familiar words.
5. Phonetic training is impractical because of the non-
phonetic character of English.
6. Phonetic training is unnecessary for many pupils
since its advantages can be obtained without formal training.
7. Phonetic training encourages the breaking of words
into unnecessarily small units.
8. Phonetic training narrows the eye -voice span.
9. Phonetic training tends to emphasize too explicit
3
articulation.
The object of Agnew’s investigations was to obtain data
concerning the validity of some of the claims and objections
to phonetics as pointed out in the previous summaries. Two
separate studies, the Raleigh investigation and the Durham
investigation, were direct outgrowths of an analysis of these
claims and objections.
These investigations report evidence to support four
of the arguments in favor of phonetic training. These
3Donald C. Agnew, "The Effect of Varied Amounts of
Phonetic Training on Primary Reading," Duke University Re -
search Studies in Education
,
No. 5 (Durham, Nor th Caro 1 ina
:
Duke UniversityTress
,
1939), pp. 7-8.
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7arguments are that
phonetic training when given consistently in large
amounts (as in Durham): (a) increases independence
in recognizing words previously learned; (b) aids
in "unlocking new words by giving the pupil a
method of sound analysis; (cj encourages correct
pronunciation; and (d) improves the quality of
oral reading. The investigations provided no evi-
dence on the other arguments in favor of phonetic
training.
4
Agnew claims that
the study tends to show that a number of the objec-
tions to phonetic training have been exaggerated.
In other words, although the investigation offered
opportunity for evidence in support of these objec-
tions, such evidence did not appear. There was no
evidence that large consistent amounts of phonetic
training tend: (a) to sacrifice interest in the
content of reading; (b) to result in the neglect of
context clues; (c) to result in unnecessarily laborious
recognition of unfamiliar words; and (d) to be unneces-
sary because the advantages attributed to phonetic
training might be obtained without formal training.
Some positive evidence indicated too that (e) phonetic
training does not narrow the eye -voice span.
5
On the other hand, Agnew states that "there are some data
to show that large amounts of phonetic training tend to slow
up oral reading. This is, in a sense, counteracted by greater
accuracy in oral reading."
6
On the whole, the evidence collected by Agnew strengthens
7
the position of phonics, states Smith.
4Ibid.
,
p. 44.
5 Ibid.
,
p. 44.
6Ibid
.
,
p. 44.
7Nila B. Smith, "Shall We Teach Phonics?" Elementary
English Review
.
XX (February, 1943), 62.
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At about the same time Sister M. Dorothy Browne, O.P.
reported an experiment undertaken to test the worth of the
phonetic practices in common use, in view of the growing
dissatisfaction with phonic methods. This experiment was
conducted with 320 children from the sixth grades of six
parochial schools located in Chicago, Detroit, and the Dis-
trict of Columbia to determine the effect upon reading prog-
ress of a ten-minute phonic drill preceding the daily reading
lesson over a period of approximately one school year.
This monograph reports, "Sixth grade students were
selected as suitable subjects for the experiment, since they
had received their early training during a period when phonics
were in disrepute and training in them was not generally
given.
"
9
This report continues,
Four experimental groups were equated with four
control groups on the basis of intelligence and read-
ing age. A phonic test was administered individually
to the students in the experimental groups as an aid
to diagnosing specific phonic difficulties. The
remedial program consisted of a series of lessons in
which two hundred phonetic elements were taught. 10
^Sister M. Dorothy Browne, O.P., "Phonics as a Basis
for Improvement in Reading," Education Research Monograph t
XI (December 15, 1938) (Washington, D.cTl fhe Catholic Edu-
cation Press), pp. 5-42.
9Ibid
.
,
p. 42.
10Ibid.
,
p. 42.
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9Prom the experimental data collected under these condi-
tions Sister M. Dorothy Browne, O.P. derived the following
conclusions
:
1. Progress in reading in the sixth grade may he aided
hy a carefully planned series of lessons in phonics.
2. Children with low I.Q. ’s are as likely to profit from
phonics instruction as those with higher I.Q. ’s.
3. Children with I.Q. ’s below 100 make more progress in
reading as a result of phonic instruction than those with
higher I.Q,. 1 s .
4. The study of phonics is helpful not only to the pupil
who is deficient in reading but is even more effective in
stimulating the better reader to further growth.
5. The greatest gain in favor of phonic training for
children with initial reading ability of average and above
grade is evidenced in groups with I.Q.’s between 90 and 109. 11
Later, Murphy-1- made an extensive study of the effect
of training in auditory and visual discrimination on begin-
ning readers. She tested 540 children in 13 first grades
on their rate of learning, visual perception and auditory
Illbid
.
,
p. 42.
^Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of
Specific Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on
Beginning Reading," unpublished Doctor’s dissertation
(Boston: Boston University School of Education, 1943).
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10
discrimination. Her tests were administered at the begin-
ning of the year, after specific training had been given,
and at the end of the year. The children were divided into
four groups approximately equal in learning rate, mental age,
chronological age, and in their auditory and visual test
scores. One group was taught material to develop visual
discrimination and material designed to develop auditory
discrimination for ten minutes a day for thirty successive
school days. The second group was taught the visual material
only for ten minutes a day, and the third group was taught
the auditory material only for the same amount of time.
The fourth group--the control group--had no specific train-
ing. The auditory exercises consisted of training in recog-
nizing initial and final consonants, initial and final
blends, and in rhyming sounds. The visual exercises trained
the children in the ability to see similarities and dif-
ferences in words and word elements.
The conclusions of this study showed that all experi-
mental groups were superior to the control group at every
measuring period after auditory and visual training had been
given. Tests administered immediately after the training
period showed the following order of increasing effective-
ness of teaching materials: (1) auditory perception-: train-
ing; (2) visual perception training; (3) combined auditory
and visual training.
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These three experiments appear to stress the significance
of auditory discrimination as one factor in determining suc-
cess in reading.
13
Another interesting experiment was reported by Hester.
The writer made a study of the records of 194 children who
had been admitted to the Reading Laboratory of the University
of Pittsburgh before January, 1942. All the children had been
recommended to the laboratory by the schools in the dis-
trict or by their parents because of reading difficulties.
She writes,
The Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulties
was administered to each child. Those children who
scored above third grade level on the vocabulary
test were not given the phonetic inventory. Those
children who scored below the third-grade level in
vocabulary were checked carefully for knowledge of
the letter names, the letter sounds, and the com-
mon blends which are a part of this test.^4
She continues,
of the 194 pupils, 64 scored at third grade or
above on both the word-recognition and the word-
analysis tests and were thus excluded from the
phonetic inventory. There was only one child who
had difficulty because of overemphasis on phonics.
Eighteen of the children had no difficulty with the
letter names, sounds, or blends. Thus there re-
mained 112 children, or 58 percent of the group who
lacked partially or entirely the knowledge of phonics
essential for independent word attack.
13Kathleen B. Hester, "A Study of Phonetic Difficulties
in Reading," The Elementary School Journal .XLIII (November.
1942), pp. 171-173.
14Ibid
.
,
p. 171.
15Ibid., p. 171.
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12
A close examination of the table "Age Distribution of
Children with Phonetic Disabilities" shows the age levels at
which phonetic difficulties were most apparent. It appears
that there is a rapid increase in difficulties during the age
levels corresponding to the second and third grades, with a
maximum point being reached at fourth- and fifth-grade levels.
Then. there Is again a gradual diminishing of difficulties.
Williams claims that "a rational and carefully followed
plan of instruction in phonics will result in less remedial
16
work in reading being needed later." She lists the follow-
ing guiding principles:
1. Phonetic analysis may begin after the fundamental
reading attitudes and habits are well started.
2. Phonics must be taught in close relationship with
context
.
3. Analysis of the word should be made without separating
its phonetic units.
4. To secure real facility in phonetic analysis of words,
children must be taught to recognize initial, final, and
medial elements as well.
5. The most important phonetic elements should be taught
first.
6. Teach only those facts and the simpler rules which
^Lida M. Williams, How To Teach Phonics (Chicago: Hall
and McCreary Company, 1941)
,
p. 4.
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15
apply to the vocabulary of the readers to be used.
7. Teach the phonetic elements by analyzing known
17
words
.
18Dolch maintains that a comparison of mental maturity
with growth in ability to use phonics shows a real relation-
ship. He concludes that seven years is the minimum mental
age for using soundings. The average child at that age is in
second grade. Different children develop sounding skills at
very different rates. He notes, "A program for the develop-
ment of sounding must provide first, for a patient continuing
of practice until skills are actually learned, and second for
a very great flexibility so that children who are at all
19
stages of development may each be growing at his own rate .
"
20
Brownell, in a study he made concerning current prac-
tices in the teaching of phonics, found that more emphasis
is given phonics in second grade than in first. This fact
21
coincides with the previously mentioned research of Dolch
pertaining to a mental age of seven being necessary to success
^7Ibid., pp. 5-6.
1 ft
Edward W. Dolch, Teaching Primary Reading
,
Chap. XI
(Champaign, Illinois: The Garrard Press, 1941).
19Ibid., p. 225.
20William A. Brownell, "Current Practices with Respect
to Phonetic Analysis in the Primary Grades," Elementary School
Journal
,
XLII (November, 1941), 195-206.
21Edward W. Dolch, 0£. cit .
,
p. 219.
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In using phonetic word analysis.
Freeman, Gray, and Breed note that, as a result of wide
experience, the following principles have been quite gen-
erally recognized as valid guides to teachers in the intro-
duction and use of phonics:
1. Phonics should be introduced only after children have
learned to note similarities and differences in the words
which are known at sight.
2. Important phonic elements should be taught by direct-
ing attention to them in words that are already recognized
at sight.
3. The elements should be taught as parts of word
wholes and not in isolation. The vowels in particular should
be taught in their natural setting of controllers (hat) and
modifiers (hate).
4. Words should be sounded as wholes. This procedure
emphasizes the blend of each part of the word with every
other part.
5. Special periods should be provided at times in which
pupils who need help will be required to make application
of the various elements learned in the recognition of new
words
.
6. The amount of instruction provided will vary with
the needs of pupils. Some require very little specific
help and guidance; others require a great deal to insure
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accuracy and independence.
The Proceedings of the Tenth Conference of the Depart-
ment of Elementary School Principals include the following
paragraph concerning the place of phonics in the present
reading program:
Children need phonetic skills if they are to
learn to read successfully and be able to solve
new words independently. Some children seem to
have a natural ear for sounds and others lack thi3
ability. The present approach to the teaching of
phonics is different from that used in the twenties
in that formal teaching is delayed until the child
has acquired a sight vocabulary of seventy-five to
one hundred words and the teaching is based on this
vocabulary. A complete phonic program will include
work even in the middle grades. ^3
McKee maintains that
A knowledge of important phonetic elements and
phonetic principles is so essential to any person's
economic identification and recognition of printed
words that, in his judgment, the important problem
is not that of deciding whether or not phonetic
analysis should be taught. It is, rather, the
problem of deciding what phonetic elements should
be taught, of determining the order in which those
elements should be introduced, of selecting the
manner in which phonetic elements and phonetic
analysis are to be taught, of helping the child to
apply his knowledge to the skillful analysis of
words, and of teaching the pupil to use phonetic
analysis economically--not alone--but in conjunction
with the use of the context.
22Frank N. Freeman, William S. Gray, and Frederick S.
Breed, "Summaries of Current Practices in the Teaching of
Handwriting, Phonics, and Spelling," Childhood Education,
IV (January, 1936), 175.
^Proceedings
,
Tenth Conference, Department of Elementary
School Principals, Seminar IV
,
Skills Instruction in Primary
Reading (Boston: Boston University, 1949), p. 67.
24Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary
School (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 19487, p. 242.
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Dolch lists the following steps in learning sounds:
1. Single oonsonant sounds
2. Consonant digraphs
5.
Short sounds of vowels
4. Long sounds of vowels
5. Pinal e rule
6. Double vowels
7. Diphthongs
8. Soft c and g
9. Number of syllables
25
10.
Division into syllables
Williams lists the following: "Phonics Contents for
Third Grade."
1. Double consonant blends
2. Vowel sounds (long and short)
3. Homonyms and Heteronyms
4. Rules for c and £
5. Common prefixes for Grade III
re, un, be, de, dis, in, for, per, con, ex
6. Common suffixes for Grade III
ily, ious, tion, ent, ant, ful, ier, lest,
less, ness
7. Endings
ily, ious, tion, ent, ant
pc
8. Syllabication
^®Lida M. Williams, ojd. cit .
.
pp. 03- 69.
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Prom the reported investigations it is evident that
phonetic word analysis when adequately and economically
acquired has certain definite values in word recognition.
The greater the emphasis that is placed upon wide independent
reading, the more necessary it is for children to be able to
attack new words. The skillful teacher regards phonetic
word analysis as one of the many necessary techniques to be
mastered by the child in learning to read fluently and in-
dependently.
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CHAPTER III
PLAN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of the workbook was to develop a series of
learning experiences in phonetic word analysis at the third
grade level to aid the child to recognize the sounds of let-
ters and combinations of letters in words, and to use this
knowledge in reading.
The words used in these exercises were taken from the
new Durrell-Sullivan Primary Vocabulary List
1
and the Arthur
2
I. Oates' A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades .
To achieve the goals of this instruction the following
items were included:
1. Single consonant blends
2. Double consonant blends
3. Vowel sounds (long and short)
4. Double vowels
5. Final "e"
6 . Phonograms
7. Soft "c" and "g"
^Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, Primary
Word List (Boston: Boston University Educational Clinic, 1948)
p
Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary
Grades (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1935)
.
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8. Common prefixes for Grade III
9. Common suffixes for Grade III
10. Endings
11. Alphabetizing by beginning letter
12. Syllabication of 1-2 and 3 syllable words.
The teacher should help the children read the directions
at the beginning of each exercise.
The learning experiences in the workbook are meant to
be used conscientiously with an immediate individual oral
check-up if progress is to be effective and be made by all
children who are in need of the skill to use phonetic word
analysis
.
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CHAPTER IV
WORKBOOK OF LEARNING EXPERIENCES

20
Name
On page 21 all the pictures but one begin with nb. M
Draw a blue line around the picture that does not begin with
M b. M Color the other pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with u b. M
words
.
ball brush
Betty dream
bank quick
barrel December
On page 22 all the pictures but one begin with M c. n
Draw a red line around the picture that does not begin with
"c." Color the other pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with "c."
Say the words
kitten cent
clown knife
class egg
canoe crown
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Name
On page 24 draw a purple line around all the words that
begin with "d." Color the pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with Hd."
Say the words
.
dollar purse
tree people
duck driver
doctor desk
On page 25 draw a brown line around all the words that
begin with "f." Color the pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with "f."
Say the words
fireman rake
flag fireplace
family feast
postman eye
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26
Name
On page 27 all the pictures but one begin with ug. H
Draw a purple line around the picture that does not begin
with "g." Color the other pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with ng. n
Say the words
.
dance grapes
glove pony
grocery glass
ball gift
On page 28 all the pictures but one begin with "h."
Draw a blue line around the picture that does not begin with
tth." Color the other pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with Hh.”
Say the words
home hair
game hen
honey king
bird hammer
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Name
On page 30 draw a red line around all the word3 that
begin with " j. H Color the pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with "j."
jacket hear
great July
jolly journey
juice indeed
On page 31 all the pictures but one begin with "k."
Draw a red line around the picture that does not begin with
” lc . ** Color the other pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with "k."
cream knot
kettle name
kingdom collar
fight knock
M*
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Name
On page 33 all of the pictures but one begin with "l. u
Draw a blue line around the picture that does not begin with
”1." Color the other pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with ”l. M
honey kitten
lantern marble
lettuce listen
lovely horn
On page 34 draw a green line around all the words that
begin with Hm. M Color the pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with ttm.”
master nurse
nice neither
middle market
myself meat
f» 1\ ..
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Name
On page 36 all of the pictures but one begin with "n."
Draw a brown line around the picture that does not begin
with "n." Color the other pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with Mn. n
name night
milk north
morning November
never mud
On page 37 all of the pictures but one begin with "p."
Draw an orange line around the picture that does not begin
with "p.” Color the other pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with "p."
party- quick
best pet
girl piece
plate plant
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Name
On page 39 draw a purple line around all the words that
begin with wr. n Color the pictures.
Draw a line
Say the words
.
around all the words that begin with "r. 1 *
rose ladder
right root
sister radio
red flower
On page 40 draw a red line around all the words that
begin with "s.” Color the pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with "s."
ship gas
sure string
kiss flies
story seven
.'
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Name
On page 42 all of the pictures but one begin with "t."
Draw a green line around the picture that does not begin
with "t. w Color the other pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with nt."
Say the words
.
talk sweet
trip turkey
jacket there
great tea
On page 43 all of the pictures but one begin with "v."
Draw a red line around the picture that does not begin with
"v." Color the other pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with wv."
very win
wing visit
violet vegetable
voice upon
' ' •
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Name
On page 45 all of the pictures but one begin with "w."
Draw a blue line around the picture that does not begin with
"w." Color the other pictures.
Draw a line around all the words that begin with "w."
very write
week word
wolf yard
saw wish
,'
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Name
Draw a line around all the words in each box that
begin with the same sound that is in the circle
.
trade tiger
tire trust
travel
tr
truck
trousers l J ripe
drop try
trunk true
copy climb
class closed
lesson
cl
coal
clear V J clothes
cliff
X
'—
^
born
cloth clay
shout shook
should chatter
side (O) shop
church
l J
hunter
shut shine
show ship
e*xlo
JCo
fried
'i.tlo
dtorle
©i ta
Name
Draw a line around all the words in each box that
begin with the same sound that is in the circle
.
stone seem
storekeeper stood
start
st
storm
spot V J stocking
slow steps
stairs other
rice crumbs
crackers child
crooked
cr
)
cry
curl V J
creep
cries ^ crack
cream cabin
plan plenty
playmate purple
puppy
Pi
plow
pleasant V J dollar
please plum
blue plate
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Draw a line around all the words in each box that
begin with the same sound that is in the circle.
song smell
smoke
,
smile
minute \ snap
/ sm
j
smooth V / smiling
smart until
stood small
proud reply
practice
.— x.
promise
rainy pretty
/ pr
price protect
person brass
prize proper
circus chapter
chain \ corner
hunt / \ chase
(
ch
chair ) clear
chalk cheese
change chimney
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Name
Draw a line around all the words in each box that
begin with the same sound that is in the circle.
ground
grunt
gnaw
grew
group
quack
drank
gray
greedy
gallop
grin
growl
tumble twelve
twenty two
wild (O) white
twice V J twin
trick toss
twig table
sneeze snap
snake still
soap (O) snowball
nobody
l )
shout
smile laid
snowflake nurse
abee'll
• \
. V u
Name
Draw a line around all the words in each box that
begin with the same sound that is in the circle
.
spend splendid
stir spoon
speak
sp
queer
pastixre V J spoil
sparkle
V X
spider
spot surprise
Friday furry
fellow frighten
free bright
birthday
V J
fruit
front frolick
frosty frozen
plan blackboard
blanket brave
block bless
blink
l J
dirty
freeze V y blew
blossom bloom
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Name
Draw a line around all the words in each box that
begin with the same sound that is in the circle.
hour whirl
while whistle/
—
whisper whom
wh
witch V / home
whole window
whatever whose
drag quick
brave drop
x—
x
drank / dream
dr
really \ / bridge
drive — drum
dry drew
blow flies
flag fireman
flame ftoflat l / flow
flew —- ' friend
laugh fly
— — - -
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Draw a line around all the words in each box that
begin with the same sound that is in the circle.
sweet start
sure
^
^
swim
swallow
sw
shelf
sir V J sweater
swing
V'—
•
-S crept
sudden summer
broke brownie
breast pasture
burn
l
br
brook
brush V J
prize
dead breath
bridge break
ski slept
slow spider
shore
( si
slipper
slip
l J
son
sly show
sled sliding
sl*iq
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Name
Draw a line around
rith the same sound
all the
that is
words in each box that
in the circle.
branch bunch
catch kick
chalk church
drank
v
J
beneath
March teach
porch Dutch
sight crash
goldfish tinkle
foolish
sh
finish
price j bush
fresh trust
splash hush
path cough
ought
/ \ breath
fourth \ smooth
death
v
earth
length hung
napkin mouth
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Name
Parts of some of the words are missing in the sen-
tences below. Fill in the letters that are missing.
1. Will you ease come here?
2. I will aw a picture.
5.
ere are you going?
4. The bird ate a umb of bread.
5. The dog will ew the bone.
6. I like to ride on a ain.
7. They will ow the snow on the street.
8. The ice is as ooth as glass.

Name
Parts of some of the words are missing in the sen-
tences below. Fill in the letters that are missing.
1. Did the mice eat the eese?
2. The ound is wet.
3. What is the ice of coffee?
4. I am not afraid of a ake
.
5. My sister can count to enty.
6. There is no school iday.
7* The flowers are in oom.
8. She helps to ean the house.
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Name
The letters "a, e, i, o, u" are vowels. Sometimes "y w
is also a vowel.
Long vowels sound like the name of the letter. We mark
the long sound this way; game, be, bite, joke, use, why.
In short words ending in "e" the first vowel is usually
long and the final "e" is silent.
Say these words. Draw a line under each word that has;
long a
vowel sound
long e
vowel sound
long i
vowel sound
able here thin
add yes side
taste freeze wife
back wee rich
cage bend bite
rap these smile
plate seed miss
shape neck hide
tramp tree line
....
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Name
Say these words.
Draw a line under each word that has:
long o
vowel sound
long u
vowel sound
y as long
i sound
alone hut fly
corn bug happy
bone cute city
close drum cry
log much early
hole use ready
more bush dry
not tune myself
cost shut sorry
nose club by
rode lump furry
stove ugly lying
frog huge sly
woke cup body
dot huff good-by
emr i
. fv ; ; rac.
:
oe lowov femros Xewov
enola
iflOO
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strife eaolo
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Name
In short words not ending in e, the vowel is usually
short. We mark the short vowel sound this way: cat, help,
fill, got, cup, happy.
Say these words. Draw a line under each word that
has:
short a
vowel sound
short e
vowel sound
short i
vowel sound
had end hive
grade den grin
camp because king
sand ©gg kite
wag yet dish
track bean which
case went vine
age me trip
tap fell time
pad cream slip
.
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Name
Say these words.
Draw a line under each word that has:
short o
vowel sound
short u
vowel sound
y as short
i sound
home hunt cry
chop tug daddy
fog huge honey
body until January
corner lump lovely
order push reply
rode upon nobody
pocket tumble really
hope rug body
sorry unhappy twenty
smoke use carry
copy grunt dry
toss rush baby
robin shut friendly
spot uncle juicy
. i>
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Name
__
Fill in the spaces using words that have the short
sound of "a" as in "rat."
act hang bake game nap pack
dance lamp flag sat race matter
1. He does not know what is the .
2. Jim will wave the .
3. The clown does a funny in the circus.
4. The does not give much light.
5. Every afternoon the baby takes a .
6. We will
___
our lunch in a basket.
7. Where did she the clothes?
8. The children learn to in school.
r •
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Fill in the spaces using words that have the long
sound of "a” as in "cake."
lark radio page candy hate gave
name safe bare magic shade face
1 . In winter the ground is sometimes •
2. Her is Miss Black.
3. I to get up early in the morning.
4. Will you turn the for me?
5. Betty washed the baby’s
.
6. He will pull down the
.
7. We have a small in our bedroom.
"
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_
Fill in the spaces using words that have the short
sound of "e" as in ’’best."
them second we tent here deck
sleep left west bench weep enjoy
1. Did you
2. I sit in the
yourself at the party?
seat
.
3. He is not going with
4. The sun sets in the
5 . The boys made a
6. She sat on a
7. He waved from the
8. Which is your
in the yard.
in the park,
of the ship,
hand?
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Name
Fill in the spaces using words that have the long
sound of "e" as in "here.”
dress these rest tree ear peep
between sell here fell she mean
1.
vegetables are fresh.
2. Chicks like to
.
3. He ran the two houses.
4. Valentine day will soon be .
5. plays with my sister every day.
6. What did you to say?
7. Does your hurt?
8. The cat ran up the
.
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Name
Fill in the spaces using words that have the short
sound of "i" as in "kitten."
with vine thick ride chirp bring
twig skip pipe miller whip rich
1. Children like to and hop.
2. I will the cream to put on the cake.
3. The little birds will in their nest.
4. Did you some food for the ducks?
5. The fur of a bear is very
.
6. I will go you.
7. Her grandfather is very
.
8. The farmer took the wheat to the
r• 1»>•
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Fill in the spaces using words that have the long
sound of tf i r * as in "kite.”
prize bigger hide ink mile nine
five dirty knife like pin wise
1. This story is about a old owl
.
2. Do you to jump rope 9
3. Where did he
4. I cut myself with a sharp
Eight is before •
Her house is one away from here
.
Six comes after •
She won first •8
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Pill in the spaces using words that have the short
sound of "o” as in "got.”
rock soft close lock for dot
pop nose nod knock born bone
1. When were you ?
2 . Put a in the middle of the circle.
3. Did someone at the door?
4. I jumped from a high •
5. He will the doors at night
.
6. My teacher has a voice
.
7. I will my head when it is time to play
game
.
8. It is time lunch.
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Fill in the spaces using words that have the long
sound of "o" as in "rose."
pond those awoke not spoke joke
wrote rode alone smoke pole got
1. She early this morning.
2. That was a funny
.
3. He a long letter.
4. The firemen came down the .
5. Do you smell the ?
6. animals live in the woods.
7. I do not like to go out at night.
8. He
__
his own horse in the race.
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Fill in the spaces using words that have the short
sound of "u" as in "but.”
rub upset stung use rug luck
tuck sunny tune umbrella huge nut
1. When my hands are cold I them together.
2 . If it is raining I will take my
.
3. The squirrel found a under the tree.
4. I wish you good
.
5. The mother will the baby in his cradle.
6. The bees the bear on his nose.
7. Her bedroom was all .
8. They bought a new for Jane's bedroom.
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Name
Fill in the spaces using words that have the long
sound of "u" as in ’’cute . ”
cut cute huge hunt such gum
us tune must bug use until
1. An elephant is a animal.
2. My sister got a doll for her birthday.
3. Can you this in s chool?
4. He sang a funny .
5. The men put up a circus tent.
6. Our baby is very
___
.
7. I will let you my pencil.
8. Do you remember that ?
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Name
Fill in the spaces using words that have the sound
of short "y" as in "happy.
"
lying furry empty cry easy candy
juicy bunny city funny why every
1. I ride my pony day.
2. She was eating a apple.
3. He will buy some
__
for all of us.
4. I like to feel the soft rabbit.
5. We are going to a big .
6. The milk bottle is .
7. This book is very
.
8. There was a chocolate in the Easter basket.
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Fill in the spaces using words that have the sound
of long My" as in ’’try."
dry good-by baby why reply lady
sly early myself July fly by
1. We said to our father this morning.
2. Let us burn the leaves.
3. The fox crept softly through the woods.
4.
______
I s a summer month.
5. Birds sometime at night.
6. The bus goes our house.
7.
are you late?
8. I like to walk all by sometimes.
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Name
Say these words. Draw a line under all the words
which you hear the long sound of a vowel
.
wire use trunk
yet cross stroke
trade whip able
case scrape hoe
hive rice lake
those quite taste
uncle tore whip
wade price see
tie mine stamp
this study size
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Say these words. Draw a line under all the words
which you hear the short sound of a vowel •
arm bag bee
dish gate fork
grow case grunt
lost hatch kite
mice hush lane
rope knot melt
stop miss next
of name peck
frost rise swung
hole stand west
.
.
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Name
When two vowels come together in a word, the first
vowel is usually long and the second vowel is silent.
Say the words below. On the line next to each word
write the vowel that you hear in the word.
1. whoa 6. peach 11. load
2. train 7. goes 12. cream
3. goat 8. east 13. neat
4. tail 9. board 14. air_
5. real 10. tie 15. mean
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Name
Say the words below. On the line next to each word
write the vowel that you hear in the word.
1. coal 4. bean 7. chain
2. tried 5. peas 8. people
3. eagle 6. raise 9. beach
Write the word that will make each sentence correct
A tiger is a. wild •
best beast beat
The was one hour late.
train treat turn
The baby all night.
cream cried crow
She gave one some candy.
early ever each
We gave the squi rrels some •
peanuts plain peck
.wcled ebnow ©rf
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There are three sets of vowels after each sentence.
Draw a line around the vowel set that will make the word
in each sentence. Then finish writing the word in the
sentence
.
1. He lives n--r me. ie ea ai
2. She panted the picture in school. ea ie ai
3. They sat under the __k tree. ai oa 00
4. The farmer said wh__ to his horse. oa 00 ai
5. I see a fishing b._t. ou oa ei
6. The wind is blowing from the __st. ei ai ea
7. Is it going to r__n? ea ai ei
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Name
Make new words by crossing out the last n e n in each
word and adding "ing."
slide have
wake place
move rake
like wave
Read each sentence below. Look at the word in the
box to the right of each sentence. Think what you must do
if you add "ing” to this word. Write the correct word in
the sentence.
1. Mother is
2. The boy was
a letter
. write
his hand.
raise
5. He is me to his party,
'invite
4. She is all her money. save
5. Father is to New York. drive
.•
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Name
Say the beginning sounds. Put them in front of the
sound in the star. What words have you made? Write the
C
words
.
1.
_
2 .
3 .1.
_
2.
3 .
Read the words
.
5
..
6 .
t
Read the words.
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Name
Say the beginning sounds . Put them In front of
sound in the star. What words have you made? Write
the
the
2 . 5 .
5 . 6 .
1 .
2 .
i
P
4 .
Read the words
.
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Name
Say the beginning sounds. Put them in front of the
words
.
1
..
2 .
3 .
1
..
2 .
3 .
5 .
6
vV
5 .
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Read the words
.
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Say the beginning sounds. Put them in front of the
sound in the star. What words have you made? Write the
2 . 5 .
2 . 5 .
3 . 6 .
Read the words
.
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Name
Say the beginning sounds . Put them in front of the
sound in the star. What words have you made? Write the
C
words . ^
n1.
m
2 .
3 .
5 .
W
1
..
2 .
3 \
4 .
Read the words.
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Say the beginning sounds. Put them in front of the
sound in the star. What words have you made? Write the
words
.
tw
1
..
2 . 5 .
2 . 5 . 8 .
3 . 6 .
Read the words
.
.
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Name
Say the beginning sounds* Put them in front of the
sound in the star. What words have you made? Write the
words
.
1
..
2 .
n
5 .
7 .
8 ,
2 . 5 . 8 .
3 . 6 . 9 .
10 .
Read the words
.
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Name
Write in the word that will make each sentence
correct.
1. I will my paper.
told scold fold
2. Father bought some for the fireplace.
wood good stood
3. The bird broke its
.
bring wing ring
4. These shoes do not me.
fit bit sit
5. What a pretty dress!
drink pink blink
6. The water in the pond is very
.
low snow blow
7. There is a fish on your
.
look shook hook
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Name
Write in the word that will make each sentence
correct
.
1. In summer the sun is
.
hit hot hat
2. I a noise.
fear year hear
3. What a pretty I
fell tell shell
4. A rat can a hole.
gnaw saw jaw
5. Birds build their nests in the
ring spring bring
6. I can stay all .
night bright sight
7. The wind very hard.
blew flew drew
•r 'mt
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Name
Write in the word that will make each sentence
correct
.
She is bigger you.
fan man than
The baby has a little •
moon spoon noon
He found a on the street
.
cent spent went
Did you the milk?
till spill will
May I ride you?
guide hide beside
The boys are going to •
lamp stamp camp
Do you up your coat?
clang hang rang
. .tr > '
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Write in the word that will make each
correct
.
1. Does this soap ?
throat float
2. I like to to my friends.
kite bite
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
He can
hatch
Father will
__
nail
She has a new
fair
The next
town
He has a
a fast ball,
catch
the box.
tail
of shoes.
chair
is five miles away
down
brother
.
sentence
goat
write
scratch
sail
pair
brown
spin twin skin
"
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Write in the word that will make each sentence
correct
.
1. We are going to visit a
.
harm farm arm
2. He will show us the to his house
way stay play
3. There is a high around the house.
call wall fall
4. The water is not too
.
keep sweep deep
5. This lamp gives a bright .
fight light night
6. Did you her a valentine?
send spend mend
7. Mother bought a of sugar.
found round pound
*.
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Name
Say the words in each line. In the space write a
word that rhymes.
1. near fear hear year
2. deep sleep sweep peep
3. new drew JP blew mew
4. other brother another
5 . night fight bright sight
6 . camp stamp
7. bend mend spend
8. lot hot knot dot
9. it bit fit hit
10. hill till spill
11. bang rang hang clang
12. hide aside beside guide
13. ink wink drink think
14. ought thought bought
-_
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Say the words in each line. In the space write
word that rhymes
.
1. could should
2 . how bow now
3. toy joy enjoy
4. catch hatch scratch
5 . hut nut shut
6. well tell shell bell
7. tail mail sail
8. hen then den when
9. hair fair chair stair
10. in pin twin skin
11. tall call fall hall
12. hand stand land grand
13. make rake shake sake
14. say way lay stay
15. saw jaw gnaw
•. .
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Name
Say the words in each line. In the space write a
word that rhymes
.
1. track back cracker
2. goat float throat boat
5. bite polite excite write
4. low blow throw below
5 . hat that mat fat cat
6 . man can than ran
7. sing bring wing thing
8. find grind behind mind
9. went cent present sent
10. cold scold hold fold
11. wood hood stood
12. moon spoon
13. book cook shook took
14. corn morn
15. pound found sound
fi
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Name
When "c" is followed by "e, i, or y," it usually has
the soft sound, which is like the sound of "s" in "some"
and "sent."
Say these words. Put a line around all the words that
have a soft "c" sound.
coat juicy place
since castle cost
face palace twice
cent flock city
uncle certain act
fierce pencil prince
cap Lucy cat
rice call nice
cloth scold candy
cover princess voice
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Name
Read these parts of sentences. Draw a line under
each word that has the soft sound of "c."
1. a funny act 11. a beautiful princess
2. a big city 12. many cattle
5. a sharp pencil 13. since Friday
4. gay music 14. coming home
5. a fierce lion 15. her loud voice
6. flocks of birds 16. twice a week
7. rice fields 17. at the corner
8. called Lucy 18. a narrow place
9. an old castle 19. in the country
10. ten cents 20. on a certain day
These words have both a soft "c" and a hard "c" sound
these words:
bicycle circus circle
..
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__
When "g" is followed by "e, i, or y," it usually has
a soft sound, which is like the sound of "j" in "joy" and
"jump.
"
Say these words. Put a line around all the words that
have a soft "g" sound.
gun village bridge
again cage dog
pigeon guess huge
large young twig
sugar edge begun
gentle goes page
goat ago bang
hungry giant goose
wing angry orange
engine glad magic
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Name
Read these parts of sentences. Draw a line under
each word that has the soft sound of Mg."
1. a stone bridge 11. a tame pigeon
2. eating grass 12. a huge snowball
3. a juicy orange 13. a greedy fox
4. wild geese 14. a small village
5. a gentle lamb 15. green apples
6. new gloves 16. a large pond
7. magic fire 17. an ugly giant
8. a train engine 18. going home
9. began to snow 19. the monkey cage
10. next page 20. a fine general
These words do not have the soft "g" sound. Say
these words:
girl tiger give gift
:
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A prefix is a syllable or word put at the beginning
of another word to make a new word.
When "re" is added to the beginning of a word, it is
called a prefix. The prefix "re" means "again."
Write "re" at the beginning of the unfinished word in
each sentence. Read the sentences.
1. We will send him a ply tomorrow.
2. My father will pay you for your work.
3. I do not call his name.
4. Can you draw the picture?
5. She did not turn the paper.
6. They will build the old house.
7. The man will paper the room.
8. My teacher will fill her pen.
,‘
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Name
When "dis" or "un" is put at the beginning of a word
it is called a prefix.
The prefix "dis” means "not."
The word "dislike" means "not like."
The prefix "un" means "not."
The word "unfair" means "not fair."
unable
disobey
untie
disagree
uneasy
dislike
unlock
unload
From the list above, choose a word which will make
each sentence correct.
1. I will not my mother.
2. The farmer will the hay.
3. She was
4. I chocolate ice cream.
his shoes.
to go to school.
5. He can not
6. We will the door.
l:
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Name
Add the prefixes re un be to the words
below:
1. pay 6
.
bake 11. fair
2. side 7. fit 12. turn
3. happy 8. fresh 13. _long
4. hind 9. pack 14. _low
5. cover •o
1
—
1
long 15. _kind
Add the prefixes re un be to the unfinished
words in the sentences below:
1. He did not turn yesterday.
2. She sat hind me on the train.
3. My mother will pack the trunk
.
4. The cake is not cooked so she will bake it
.
5 . What came of the lions in the circus act?
. 1 . •
.
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Name
Read these prefixes:
any -- per -- for
Draw a line around the prefix in each word below.
Say each word.
forgive
anybody
person
perhaps
anyone
forget
anything
forgot
From the list above, choose a word which will make
each sentence correct.
1. Did you to mail the letter?
2. I to call him.
5. it will rain today.
4. Is there on the table?
5. He seems to be a strange
.
6. Please call you see.
. I'"
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Name
Endings which are added to words are called suffixes.
The suffix "ful" means "full of" or "full."
Make new words by adding "ful" to each word below:
cup hand
care cup
wonder rest
arm spoon
Write "ful" at the end of the unfinished word in each
sentence below. Read the sentences.
•
1. We are care riding our bicycles.
2. Add a spoon of butter to the pudding.
3. The circus was wonder
4. She has an arm of books.
5. This light is very r est
6. Just a hand of people were there.
.U£/‘l' anasm
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Name
Endings which are added to words are called suffixes.
The suffix "less" means "without.”
Make new words by adding "less" to each word below:
use home
care cheer
sleep father
price spot
Write "less" at the end of the unfinished word in
each sentence below. Read the sentences.
1. She cleaned the house until it was spot
.
2. He had a sleep night.
3. The king’s crown is price
.
4. These children are father
.
5. It is use to do it again.
because a fire burned their house.6. They are home
- o..
.
3 .
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Name
Endings which are added to words are called suffixes.
The ending "ness” is a suffix.
Make new words by adding "ness" to each word below:
sweet foolish
glad bright
dark forgive
good soft
Write "ness" at the end of the unfinished word in each
sentence below. Read the sentences.
1. That is all foolish
.
2* Christmas is a time of glad
.
3. I like the soft
_____
of the rabbit's fur.
4. The bright of the light hurts my eyes.
5. We like candy for its sweet
.
6. I asked forgive for being naughty.
..
.
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Name
Add the suffix "ed" to the words below:
want wish round
knock cheer cross
call quiet dream
talk fish wash
the suffix
near
"est" to the words
hard
below:
quiet
deep_ poor new
clean smooth rich
dear dark strong
Add the suffix "ing n to the words below:
smell snow plow
jump pray fight
fall help cool
talk push chirp
Say the words
*. • :
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Name
Add. the suffix "ly" to the words below:
hard quiet sudden
near soft brave
most kind cross
home sad bright
the suffix
back
"ward" to the words below:
east
after side
for down
home up
the suffix
hard
"er" to the words
poor
below:
short
soft new tall
small clean high
gray rich sweet
Say the words
0 .' 70
'
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Name
Write in the blanks one of the following endings
to complete the unfinished words in the sentences below:
ed d — s — ing
1. The bird is sing .
2. He eat his supper at six.
3. Last night the baby call his mother.
4. She is read the paper.
5. Yesterday the boy race down the street.
6. Last week the fireman climb the ladder.
7. The dog chase the rabbit yesterday.
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Name
Look at the endings of all these words. Write each
word in the right row to show how it ends. For example,
’’dresses” belongs in the "es" row. Say the words.
planted softly playful
dresses useful ninety
safety pulled willing
milking lovely kisses
sailing sixty wished
cheerful benches homely
es ed
±1
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Name
Here are some words:
softer longer suddenly
clearest shortest windy
safely older frosty
Write the right words in the blank spaces.
1. My stick is than yours.
2. Today was the day in the year.
3. The rain came down
.
4. It was a morning in November.
5. Our car is than your car.
6. Yesterday was a very day.
7. His brother walked across the street.
.
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Name
Put a line around the ending of each word.
smaller hardly deeper
healthy"" opening ninety
sixty girls woods
teachers turned benches
jumping golden softest
helped quickly carts
player rainy standing
works helpful crowded
careful apples brightest
banking fallen clearly
Cross out the word that does not belong in each sentence
below:
1. The girls are .lump jumping rope.
2. That is the bright brightest star in the sky.
3. They help helps to clean the table.
4. They dug the hole deepest deeper .
5. She harder hardly opened the door.
6. One girl girl3 lost her ribbon.
7. The rooster crow crowed early in the morning.
8.
Many apples have fall fallen from the tree.
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Name
Here are some endings or suffixes:
ly, est, er, ful, ed, able, en
Put the correct ending on each word below:
ask fall
dear dress
care enjoy
bright hunt
gold warm
quick bless
blink quiet
certain cheer
agree read

Ill
Name
Write the root word which you see in each word.
drawing goodness
walked sleepy
slowly homeless
return teacher
unhappy become
faster cows
safety reload
darkness falling
barked hardly
dresses enjoyed
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Name
Put these letters in alphabetical order:
p 1
.
_a_
b 2.
y 3.
m 4.
o 5
.
f 6.
a 7.
d 8.
r 9.
q 10.
s 1.
n 2
.
d 3.
c 4
t 5.
1 6 .
h 7.
e 8
k 9.
i 10.
g 1-
j 2 .
w 3
.
fc 4 .
b 5.
u 6
m 7.
c 8.
v 9
s 10.
Put a line under the letters that come first in the
alphabet
.
1 . r or s
2. p or q
3. d or b
4. w or v
5 . k or m
6 . e or c
7. 1 or h
8. n or m
9. d or f

Name
__
Write the letter which comes after each of these
letters
:
1 s c
r k f
u g n
P . h d
.1
a i
b e o
m q _ t
Write the letter which comes before each of these
letters
h' u n
o d t
k m w
q i r
f 1 b
c e R
1 P s
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Name
Look at the first letter of these words.
Write these words in alphabetical order:
bear, first, east, again, doll,
1
.
2
.
3
.
4
.
5
.
6
.
look, ill, jump, key, hoe,
1
.
2
.
3
.
4
.
5
.
6 .
queen, often, read, pipe, news,
1
.
2
.
3
.
4
.
5 .
coal
gift
moon
6
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Name
Look at the first letter of these words*
Write these words in alphabetical order:
upstairs, valentine, yes, woman, said, tame
1
.
2
.
5
.
4
.
5
.
6
.
happen, fruit, add, kite, cheese, eat, lake, book,
ink, door
1
.
6
.
2
.
7
.
3
.
8
.
4
.
9
.
5 . 10 .
sure, your, tight, meal, once, ring, next, work,
quiet, very
1
.
6
.
2
.
7
.
3
.
8
.
4
.
9
.
5 . 10 .
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Name
Look at the first letter of each word. Put each word
on the line that begins with the same letter as the word.
1. helper 6. real 11. pond 16 . ink 21. jam
2. safe 7. teach 12. date 17. lark 22. cabin
3. boot 8. ocean 13. add 18. fight 23. wild
4. nap 9. under 14. greet 19. queer 24. mix
5. easy 10. kick 15. vine 20. you
a g . m s
b h n t
c i 0 u
d 1
.
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Many words have more than one part. These parts are
Some words cannot be divided. They have
Name
called syllables,
only one syllable.
Look at the words below.
Has it one or more syllables?
where it belongs.
1. old
2. letter
3. know
4 . have
5. inside
One Syllable
Words
Say each word to yourself.
Write each word in the row
6. himself
7. kind
8. going
9. flower
10
deer
Two Syllable
Words
.
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Name
If you hear only one vowel sound in a word, the word
has one syllable as in "can."
If you hear two vowel sounds in a word, the word has
two syllables, as in "turkey.”
If you hear three vowel sounds in a word, the word has
three syllables, as in "fisherman."
Divide these words into syllables. The number tells
how many syllables there are. The first one is done for
you.
farm/er (2) however (3) window (2)
flower (2) magic (2) unless (2)
during (2) kitten (2) Thanksgiving (3)
potato (3) remember ( 5) stocking (2)
grandpa (2) picnic (2) someone (2)
jacket (2) sailor (2) shoemaker (3)
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Name__
Make each sentence correct with a word of one syllable.
1. The boy has a toy •
soldier gun auto
2. I like to ride a •
horse scooter pony
3. My grandfather lives on a big •
mountain farm forest
4. She will buy some at the store
.
cookies sugar flour
5. We live near a •
beach station market
Make each sentence correct with a word of two syllables.
1. We drove through the .
storm woods tunnel
2 . He has a of eggs.
box basket bag
3. My father is in the
.
house room garden
4. I will give a to the squirrel.
peanut nut pear
5. The flew away.
bird butterfly robin
0 iC .
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Make each sentence correct with a word of two syllables.
1. He gave the rabbit some
.
carrots bread food
2. She ran the house.
near behind by
3. These Indians lived in a big .
wigwam tent house
4. In the I like to sleep outdoors.
spring fall summer
5. He bought a of apples.
box barrel sack
Make each sentence correct with a word of three syllables.
1. The uses a hammer.
man fireman
2. I have a clean
.
handkerchief dress
3. His father is a
.
fisherman postman
4. Thanksgiving comes in
.
April November
5. we had no school.
Monday today
carpenter
napkin
milkman
May
yesterday
..
.
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Name
Look at the words below.
Has it one or more syllables?
where it belongs.
1. follow 7.
2. from 8.
5. chicken 9.
4. bicycle 10.
5. unhappy 11.
6. bank 12.
Say each word to yourself.
Write each word in the row
June 13. woodpecker
dinner 14. conductor
river 15. begin
hum 16. December
buttercup 17. twenty
and 18. son
One Syllable Two Syllable Three Syllable
Words Words Words
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Name
Some of these words have one part or one syllable.
Some of these words have two parts or two syllables.
Some of these words have three parts or three syllables.
Write the number of syllables each word has in the little
box.
candy Hallowe ’ en monkey
J
i
•—
sudden maid »
—
uncle
ahead
1 . J
handkerchief queen
woodman miller l 1 potato
path noon f yesterday
r •' •
~n
beautiful journey upstairs
him
L.
rather winter
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Name
How many parts or syllables are there in the name of
each picture?
Write the number of syllables in the box to the right
of each picture.

CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1. Conduct an experiment with the learning experiences
in the workbook using a large population of children
of varying socio-economic backgrounds to determine
the value of this type of training for third grade
pupils
.
2. Construct a diagnostic test in phonetic word analy-
sis to be used as a check after children in grade
three have had the learning experiences in the
workbook
.
3. Conduct an experimental 3tudy using groups of
children who are remedial reading cases to see if
the type of exercises in the workbook stimulates
growth in reading.
- 124 -
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